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August into winter (Sep 2021)
By: Vanderhaeghe, Guy, 1951-
It is 1939, with the world on the brink of global war, when
Constable Hotchkiss confronts the spoiled, narcissistic
man-child Ernie Sickert about a rash of disturbing pranks in
their small prairie town. Outraged and cornered, Ernie
commits an act of unspeakable violence, setting in motion a
course of events that will change forever the lives of all in
his wake, in a tale of unrelenting suspense against a
backdrop of great moral searching and depth.
Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

Bad Little Falls (Aug 2012)
By: Doiron, Paul
Summoned to a rustic cabin during a blizzard, Maine game
warden Mike Bowdich embarks on a dangerous
investigation involving a notorious drug dealer, a beautiful
woman with a dark past and her troubled young son.
Series: Mike Bowditch novels, 3

Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

Cross down (Jun 2023)
By: Patterson, James, 1947-
"For the first time, John Sampson is on his own. The
brilliant crime-solving duo of Washington, DC's, Metro PD
and the FBI has a proven MO: Detective Alex Cross makes
his own rules. Detective John Sampson enforces them.
When military-style attacks erupt,brutally sidelining Cross,
Sampson is sent reeling. The patterns are too random--
Sampson's friend, his partner, his brother--have told him.
Don't trust anyone. As a shadow force advances on the
nation's capital, Sampson alone must protect the Cross
family, his own young daughter, and every American,
including the president"--.
Series: Alex Cross novels

Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    
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Dark cloud (May 2023)
By: Lazowski, Anna
Lexile:  500 Lexile:  500 Adult-directed text 

Popularity:    Ages 0-8    Fiction    

Flash point (May 2023)
By: Bentley, Don
To stop an unseen enemy from destroying the Campus,
Jack Ryan Jr. is led to the South China Sea where he, after
a midair collision serves as a flash point, must put the
pieces of a conspiracy together to stop the world’s two
remaining super powers from going to war.
Series: Jack Ryan, Jr, 13

Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

Homecoming (Apr 2023)
By: Morton, Kate, 1976-
Called home to care for her grandmother after a fall, Jess, a
journalist, discovers a book chronicling the police
investigation into an old unsolved murder that has a
shocking connection to her family.
Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

How the light gets in (Jan 2003)
By: Hyland, M. J. (Maria Joan), 1968-
Desperate to escape a life of poverty in Sydney, Australia,
Lou Connor, a gifted sixteen-year-old student, is delighted
to be given the opportunity to become an exchange student
at an Illinois college, but her difficulty in coping with the
repressive atmosphere of her hosts' suburban mansion and
feelings of alienation and dislocation threaten her success.
Original. 30,000 first printing.
Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

Massacre pond (Jul 2013)
By: Doiron, Paul
Investigating the senseless slaughter of five moose found
on the estate of a wealthy animal rights activist, Game
Warden Mike Bowditch finds the controversial case turning
more sinister when the activist's daughter is killed in a
suspicious accident, a situation that compels Bowditch to
risk everything he cares about.
Series: Mike Bowditch novels, 4

Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    
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Near miss (Jun 2023)
By: Woods, Stuart, 1938-2022
Following a string of adventures, Stone Barrington is
enjoying some downtime in New York City when a chance
encounter introduces him to a charming new companion.
Too bad she also comes with the baggage of a persistent
ex-boyfriend intent on retribution. As Stone skillfully dodges
each disturbance, it soon becomes clear that there is
potentially an even more treacherous game being played
behind the scenes. And when long-standing grudges
resurface, Stone is brought back into the orbit of some
familiar enemies. He must use all of his tricks--as well as
those of a few old friends--to evade trouble before it's too
late. But this time, danger just might catch him.
Series: Stone Barrington novels, 64

Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

Never give up: a prairie family's story (Jun
2023)
By: Brokaw, Tom
In this heartfelt story of his own family's greatest generation
his parents, the legendary broadcast journalist relates his
mother's can-do spirit and his father's philosophy of "never
give up, which enabled them to survive the Great
Depression and WWII -- and help build the American
century.
Popularity:    Adult    Nonfiction    

Same time next summer (Jun 2023)
By: Monaghan, Annabel
The ultimate summer nostalgia read, about an engaged
woman who comes face to face with her first love who she
hasn't seen in fourteen years, but who she spent every
summer with from age five to seventeen when he broke her
heart, calling into question everything she thought she knew
about their love story, and herself.
Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

Summer on Sag Harbor (May 2023)
By: Hostin, Sunny
Following her New York Times bestseller Summer on the
Bluffs, The View cohost and three-time Emmy Award winne
Sunny Hostin spirits readers away to the warm beaches of
Sag Harbor for the compelling second novel in her
acclaimed Summer series.
Series: Summer beach, 2

Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    
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The five-star weekend (Jun 2023)
By: Hilderbrand, Elin
Inviting her best friend from each phase of her life, widow
Hollis Shaw hosts an unforgettable weekend on Nantucket
during which things don't go as planned as each woman
deals with heartbreak, infidelity, scandal and secrets, but
things turnaround due new friendships, unexpected
romance and self-discovery.
Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

The pearl that broke its shell (May 2014)
By: Hashimi, Nadia
In Kabul, 2007, with a drug-addicted father and no brothers
Rahima and her sisters can only sporadically attend school
and rarely leave the house, and their only hope lies in the
ancient custom of bacha posh, which allows young Rahima
to dress and be treated as a boy until she is of
marriageable age.
Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

The poacher's son (Apr 2010)
By: Doiron, Paul
Desperate and alone, game warden Mike Bowditch strikes
up an uneasy alliance with a retired warden pilot, and
together the two men journey deep into the Maine
wilderness in search of a runaway fugitive--Mike's father.
But the only way for Mike to save his father is to find the
real killer--which could mean putting everyone he loves in
the line of fire.
Series: Mike Bowditch novels, 1

Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

The revenge list (May 2023)
By: McKinnon, Hannah Mary
Accidentally leaving a list of people she wants to forgive in
an Uber, Frankie Morgan, attending anger management
therapy, thinks nothing of it until the first three people on the
list die, causing her to fear for her life because the next
name on the list is hers.
Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    
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The secret life of bees (Jan 2002)
By: Kidd, Sue Monk
After her stand-in mother, a bold black woman named
Rosaleen, insults the three biggest racists in town, Lily
Owens joins Rosaleen on a journey to Tiburon, South
Carolina, where they are taken in by three black, bee-
keeping sisters.
Lexile:  840 Lexile:  840      Accelerated Reader:  IL: UG, BL: 5.7, AR
Pts: 15 

Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

The sentimentalists (Oct 2009)
By: Skibsrud, Johanna, 1980-
Vivid horrors of the Vietnam War haunt Napoleon Haskell
who is exhausted from years spent battling his memories;
he leaves his North Dakota trailer and moves to Canada.
Napoleon meets Henry, the father of his fallen Vietnam
comrade, when he retreats to a small Ontario town. Henry
has a home on the shore of a man-made lake, and under
the water is the wreckage of what were once the town, and
the home where Henry was raised. Fleeing troubles of her
own, Napoleons daughter arrives, and she finds her father
in the dark twilight of his life, and slipping into senility. She
devotes herself to learning the truth about his life with love
and curiosity; and through the fog, her dad's past emerges.
Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

Trespasser (Jun 2011)
By: Doiron, Paul
Stumbling on a case that suggests that a man convicted of
murder seven years earlier may have been framed, game
warden Mike Bowditch ignores warnings by local authorities
and risks his relationship with his girlfriend to conduct a
secret investigation.
Series: Mike Bowditch novels, 2

Popularity:    Adult    Fiction    

Truth telling: seven conversations about
Indigenous life in Canada (May 2023)
By: Good, Michelle
Truth Telling is a collection of essays about the
contemporary Indigenous experience in Canada. From
resistance and reconciliation to the resurgence and
reclamation of Indigenous power, Michelle Good explores
the issues through a series of personal essays.
Popularity:    Adult    Nonfiction    
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